Electronics

FlashDrives with matching
pens, a perfect partnership.

FlashDrive
XXXXX
& Pens

Pocket sized power
for mobile machines.

Power
XXXXX
Banks

Corded to cordless, from
standard custom decorated
designs to creative and
alternative options.

Computer
XXXXXMice

Make your mark
on a popular
travel essential.

Travel
XXXXX
Adaptors

Curious objects
for capturing
audience interest.

Assorted Electronics

48 hour express
dispatch from
approval

Standard lead time

Minimum product
order quantity

Colours available
as standard

Delivery
Our most popular lines of mice, FlashDrives and portable speakers can be
printed in the UK from stock with low minimum order quantities and faster
lead times. Other products from our electronic range are sourced from
trusted, ethically run Far East factories with a surprisingly fast turnaround;
often just two weeks from proof approval.
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Electrical products stocked
and decorated in the UK

UKXXXXX
Stocked

Thanks to a high perceived value, we associate electronic
products with innovation and intrigue. Gadgets are part of our
everyday life and the high retention rate of commercial and
novelty gadgets means electronic promotional products make
astute promotional investments. Our vast and varied product
lines are all selected specifically for their branding suitability,
meaning you can confidently make us your one stop shop
for quality, up-to-date promotional electronics.

Communicate your message
time and time again on
practical product with high
perceived value, and at the
lowest price in the industry.

FlashDrives
XXXXX

Electronics

Symbol
Key
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FlashDrives

FlashDrives

UK Stocked FlashDrives

UK Stock Aluminium 13151UKS

UK Stock Colour Twister 13151UKT

UK Stock (Twister) 13151UKT-B

Bubble 13151-UKB

Twister, Aluminium and Bubble designs are stocked and printed in
our domestic UK facility. Dispatch takes just 72 hours, or just 24
hours for unprinted products. Exceptional UK service is included
as standard.

Our UK-stocked FlashDrives can be decorated by bubble-dome
label or spot colour printed in up to four colours. We are able
to accommodate a range of decoration methods such as inkjet,
engraviing, four-colour process and more via far East manufacture.

Since introducing promotional USB FlashDrives over a decade ago
we have continued to adapt our electronic portfolio to meet the
challenges of the ever-changing market.
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We pioneered the introduction of USB FlashDrives to the promotional
market and continue to boast the use of the highest quality chips. All
USB FlashDrives are sourced from handpicked and ethically run Far
East factories, and as we provide one of the largest ranges accessible
to the promotional market - over 130 imaginative styles- you can be
creative in your selection. We cater for all needs and offer products

Aluminium 13151ALU

Bamboo 3 13151BAM3

with a metal, plastic, rubber or wood casing suitable for printing
using up to four spot colours. Our UK stock models are available
printed in 72 hours and can be dispatched with pre-loaded content
to give further exposure to promotional messages.

Aluminium (2) 13151ALU2

Bean 13151BEA

FlashDrives

Bubble Exec
13151BUB-E

Buckle 13151BUC

Bubble 13151BUB

Bubble 2 13151BUB2

Bullet 13151BUL

Capsule 13151CAP

CardSlider 13151CAR-S

CardTag 13151CAR-T

CardWafer 13151CAR-W

Card Wafer 2
13151CAR-W2

Chrome 13151CHR

FlashDrives

USB FlashDrives

Bottle 13151BOT

Bamboo 13151BAM

Bean 2 13151BEA2
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Chunky 13151CHU

Clip 13151CLI

Flip 2 13151FLI2

Flip 3 13151FLI3

GlossCard 13151CAR-G

Crystal 13151CRY

Disk 13151DIS

Duo 13151DUO

Heart 13151HEART

Highlight 13151HIG

Key 13151KEY

Epoxy (circle) 13151EPO-C

Exec 2 13151EXE2

Exec 3 13151EXE3

Lanyard 13151LAN

Leather 13151LEA

Leather 2 13151LEA2

Exec Wafer 13151exe-w

Fender 2 13151FEN2

FlipCard 13151CAR-F

Leather3 13151LEA3

Leather 4 13151LEA4

Leather Holster
13151LEA-H

FlashDrives

FlashDrives

Chrome 2 13151CHR2
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Lustre 13151LUS

Massive 13151MAS

Oval 13151OVA

Plate 13151PLA

Pod 13151POD

Medal 13151MED

Mini Metal 13151MET

MicroFlip 13151MIC-F

Rectangle 13151REC

Rotator 13151ROT

Rubber 13151RUB

MicroSlider 13151MIC-S

MicroTwister
13151MIC-T

Mini 13151MIN

SlapBand 13151SLA

Slender 13151SLE

Slim 13151SLI

Mini 2 13151MIN2

Monolith 13151MON

Slim 2 13151SLI2

Slim 3 13151SLI3

Syringe 13151SYR

FlashDrives

FlashDrives

Lorry 13151LOR
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Stylus 13151STY

Twister (7) 13151TWI7

Twister (8) 13151TWI8

Twister (9) 13151TWI9

WaferClip 13151WAF-C

Wedge 13151WED

Wood 13151WOO

Wristband 13151WRI

FlashDrives

FlashDrives

Strip 13151STR

Twister
Twister FlashDrives are consistently among
our bestselling USB FlashDrive styles. The
sturdy tactile sleeve protecting the plug
spells the end for awkward lids that are
easily lost. Twister USBs are available with
plastic, rubbed coated or metallic shells to
suit a range of tastes.

Twister 13151TWI

Twister (Bubble)
13151TWI-BU

Twister (Colour) 13151TCO

Twister (2) 13151TWI2

Twister (3) 13151TWI3

Wood (Twister)
13151WOO-T

Wood (2)
13151WOO2

Twister (4) 13151TWI4

Twister (5) 13151TWI5

Twister (6) 13151TWI6

Wrapper 13151WRA

Wristband 2 13151WRI2
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In a time where corporate social
responsibilities are increasingly in the
spotlight, you can get your brand printed to
a selection of USB sticks made from recycled
plastic for an eco-friendly promotional gift.
Recycled FlashDrives are available in Pod,
Bean and the well-liked Twister design.

Pod (Recycled) 13151POD-R

FlashDrives

Express Stocked
Bean (Recycled)
13151BEA-R

Oval (Recycled) 13151OVA-R

Rectangle (Recycled)
13151REC-R
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Four of our USB designs are available on a
seven day express order: the rubber-coated
Pod model supports pad printing, while
Aluminium, Aluminium 2 and Twister support
both pad printing and engraving.

Express Twister (1) 13151EXP-TWI

Express Aluminium (1) 13151EXP-ALU

Express Pod (1) 13151EXP-POD

Express Aluminium (2) 13151EXP-ALU2

Twister (Recycled)
13151TWI-R
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FlashDrives

Recycled

FlashDrives

New Models
Micro Twister 3
13151CAR-MIC-T3

Opener 13151OPE

Micro Twister 2
13151ALU2

UK Stocked USB
Car Chargers

USB Car Charger 13340UKS

Push 13151PUS

Card Metal 2 13151CAR-M2

Swivel 13151SWI

Halo 2 13151HAL2

Crystal 13151STY

Leather Flip 13151LEA-F

UK Stocked
Power Banks
Charge your mobile phones and even tablets
on the go, helping you to get out of the
stickiest of situations. PowerBanks are fully
rechargeable too, simply plug into a personal
computers USB port. Our UK stocked
powerbanks are available in a choice of
colours with your design pad printed onto
the main body.

Gold Bar 13151GOL

UK Stocked

Charge your tablet, mobile phone or sat nav with our handy USB Car
Charger. Branded with a pad print or with a high impact, full colour,
domed label in the UK for fast delivery.

UK Stocked Power Bank 13330UKS

Brick 13151BRI

Compatability:
Micro USB
Mini USB
iPhone 4
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FlashDrive Pens
Pen 13151PEN

Pen 2 13151PEN2

Pen 3 13151PEN3

Pen 4 13151PEN4

Pen 5 13151PEN5

Pen Leather
13151PEN-LEA

Pen & Laser 13151PENL

Pen & Laser 2
13151PEN-L2
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We offer pen and FlashDrive sets providing the end user with two
distinct and decidedly useful products. Our sets are the result of
a partnership with Senator Pens, so you can be sure that these
promotional gift sets are of the highest quality.

Executive 13200

Premium 13203

The ‘Executive’ combination offers a sleek and superior matching
metallic set. Provided in this option are the Slim2 FlashDrive and
the Senator Challenger XL pen. To match their corporate feel, these
products are brought together in a hard-shelled faux leather zip
pouch.

The ‘Premium’ FlashDrive with Pen set is a top-end character
combination bringing together an Executive 3 FlashDrive and
a Senator Tixio pen. This set is displayed in a hardwearing and
tasteful faux leather pouch.

FlashDrive & Pens

FlashDrive & Pens

Balance the old school and the new order
with USB FlashDrives set in ball point pens.
These are a special and functional business
gift that are likely to be retained presenting
a longstanding promotional opportunity.

FlashDrive & Pen Sets

Trend 13202

Eco 13201

Express 13204

The fast and fun ‘Trend’ option is available
in one of five striking colours and includes
a plastic Epoxy Rectangle FlashDrive and
a matching Senator Verve pen. The set is
packaged in a simple but effective card
presentation box.

Combine two of the most effective
promotional products in one with a stylish
USB FlashDrive and Pen Set. The Eco
option combines a Senator Nature+ pen
with a recycled Twister USB. Corporate
social responsibility continues to be a high
priority, so boast ethical credentials and
boost brand association with this sought
after set.

The mid-market ‘Express’ option includes
our rugged UK Stock FlashDrive with a
translucent plastic Senator Challenger Icy
pen. These products are tidily displayed in
a white card box and are dispatched just
five working days from proof of approval.
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Power Banks

Cylinder 13301

Power Banks will stop a flat battery from
ruining a day. These pocket power sources
stow discretely away ready to rejuvinate a
smartphone or tablet on the go. They are
fully rechargable too, simply plug into a
personal computer’s USB port.

Torch 13303

Different model numbers offer different
capacities, charging times and features
that add perceived value to and already
invaluable product. For a truly executive feel,
why not enhance compact and colourful
Power Banks with engraved decoration? This
is available on Cylinder, Stick and Twin.

Compatability:
Micro USB
Mini USB
iPhone 4
iPhone Lightning optional

Capacity 2200mAh

Stick 13302

Power Banks

Power Banks

Compatability:
Micro USB
Mini USB
iPhone 4
iPhone Lightning optional

Compatability:
Micro USB
Mini USB
iPhone 4
iPhone Lightning optional

Capacity 4400mAh

UK Stocked Power Bank 13330UKS

MultiReel 13305

Compatability:
Micro USB
Mini USB
iPhone 4

Card 13307

Compatability:
Micro USB
iPhone Lightning optional
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Capacity 2200mAh

Twin 13304

Compatability:
Micro USB
Mini USB
iPhone 4
iPhone Lightning optional

Capacity 2200mAh
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Capacity 8800mAh

Computer Mice

Cordless Mice

Express Mice

Bean (cordless) 130203BEA-RF

CarMouse (cordless) 130203CAR-RF

Crescent Mouse (cordless) 130203CRE-RF

Flip Mouse (cordless) 130203FLI-RF

Corded to cordless, from standard custom
decorated designs to creative and alternative
options, computer mice are an ideal
promotional tool for the workplace that put
your brand in the user’s hand. We offer a
mouse for every setting, helping you sustain
a longstanding advertising presence in a
corporate or domestic setting.

Stowaway Mouse (cordless) 130203STO

Computer Mice

Computer Mice

SlimMouse Express (corded) 130203SLI-E

Liquid filled Mice
LiquiMouse (corded) 130203LIQ

LiquiMouse (cordless) 130203LIQ-RF
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Extra Print Options

CarMouse (corded) 130203CAR

Mini CarMouse (corded) 130203CAR-M

Crescent Mouse (corded) 130203CRE

Micro Mouse (2)
130203MIC

Optical Mouse (corded)
130203OPT

Mouse + Mat set

If you require a more permeating product,
many of our computer mice support a vivid
four colour process ColourWrap print that is
bound to get it noticed.

ColourWrap Effect

Company logos literally shine through when
our mice given a halo effect. A simple LED
placed under the shell of the mouse shines
through your emblem making it impossible
to ignore.

Halo Effect

Packaging Options
Many of our products can be dispatched
with a suite of optional display packaging,
and computer mice are no exception.
Whether you need a simple acetate display
box or a premium metallic presentation tin
for your product, we can supply these at
extra cost.

Nobody likes to break up a matching set, consider a professional
pairing of computer mouse and mouse mat. Simply make your own
selection of mouse and 200mm x 235mm mat, and we will partner
the two.
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Computer Mice

Computer Mice

Corded Mice

SKROSS Travel Adaptors
World Adaptor Pro 16011

World Adaptor Evo USB 16010

World Adaptor Evo USB
A two-pole adapter that benefits users in
over 150 counties and comes complete
with spare fuses.

We source a range of superior, patented
World Travel Adaptors available in a
choice of colours. World Travel Adaptor
has won acclaim from the Telegraph
as a top 10 summer gift; a trusted and
indispensible product that offers a prime
branding opportunity all over the world
as well as in the home. Best of all, makers
of World Travel Adaptor are so confident
in the worth of their product that their
classic model comes with a lifetime
replacement warranty.

World Adaptor Pro USB 16011+

World Adaptor Pro USB

Travel Adaptors

Travel Adaptors

Unlike the Evo range, this also charges
3-pole devices such as hairdryers and
laptops, helping to power adapter and
USB devises in over 150 countries.

World Adaptor Pro + USB 16019+

World Adaptor Pro + USB
Small in size but grand in function,
whether in London or Sydney, New York
or Rome or a host of other destinations,
World Adaptor Pro + USB allows you to
charge two and three pole devices at
maximum power, simultaneously.
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Assorted Electronics

DigiFrame
13180STIL

Web Click Presenter
13130WEB

4 Port USB Hub 13154HUB

It’s useful and unusual; this USB port provides a practical product
that the end user will surely make prolonged use of. Best of all,
the large flat surface offers a prime branding space for repeated
impactful exposures.

This high-end executive gift is available with or without with video
playback support. Sleek in its simplicity and supplied by the mains,
this product supports SD/MMC cards, so it is not limited by storage
space or power problems.

Pen Presenter 13130PEN

FlashCard Torch 13150

Why buy from the
Business Gift List?
We were pioneers in introducing electronic equipment
to the promotional market. Having lead the line with
our promotional USB FlashDrives and computer mice we
continue to update and enhance our portfolio according to
market demand and technological trends.

Along with our Far East partners we are proudly and fully
compliant with the RoHS directive, which aims to restrict the use
of dangerous chemicals used in electronic equipment. We also
adhere without exception to WEEE regulations for managing waste
electronic equipment.

Roller Presenter 1313ROL

Our experience in this field gives you piece of mind that
our electronic goods benefit from high quality, competitive
pricing, and comply with all relevant legislation and are
ethically sourced.

Small in cost but big in function, these torches support full colour
print on both sides, and are slender enough for a purse, pocket
or wallet.
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Assorted Electronics

Assorted Electronics

Travel Mouse Presenter 13130TRA

We adhere without exception to WEEE regulations for
managing waste electronic equipment. In addition, we and
Far East partners are proudly and fully compliant with the
RoHS directive which aims to restrict the use of dangerous
chemicals used in electronic equipment.

